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Ambitious and creative army veteran turned software developer who tackles challenges head-on. My background in
military tactical and strategic operations has honed my attention to detail and adaptability. The desire to leverage my
creative skills and join a fast-growing industry inspired the transition to web development. Looking forward to joining an
employer that has an inclusive culture focused on growing and developing talent.

Technical Skills
HTML - CSS - Bootstrap - JavaScript - jQuery - Java SE - Java EE (Servlets, JSP) - Spring - MySQL - Thymeleaf Object-Oriented Programming - Test-Driven Development - Version Control with Git - Paired Programming

Development Projects
Movie-app
Project focused on Paired Programming that involved NPM, JS, HTML, Bootstrap, CSS to generate a webpage that
allows a user to add, edit, and remove movies from the movie list
Design-project
In this project, we built a responsive site for a fictional company Codeup design using Bootstrap's grid system
Coffee-project
Project focused on Paired Programming that involved HTML, CSS, and JS to generate a webpage that allows a user to
add, edit and remove coffees to the coffee list.
Order-pizza
Built a pizza ordering project that focused on reading Bootstrap's documentation and using Bootstrap's pre-built
components, as opposed to writing my own custom CSS.
Travel by Trippi
Full-stack Spring-Boot web application giving users full CRUD functionality to create travel groups, and collaborate on
trip planning. Google maps/places APIs were implemented to find venues in selected locations. Technologies used:
HTML, CSS, Javascript, Java, MySQL

Military Experience
United States Army - Fort Gordon, GA
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) Analyst / Oct 2009 - Oct 2016
●
●
●

Provided signals intelligence analysis support to the intelligence staffs to support operational functions
Leveraged knowledge of tactical and strategic SIGINT operations to collect and analyze data for the use of
disseminating intelligence reports
Diligently worked for USAREUR and Special Operations Command Africa (SOCAF) to identify targets of
interest and new leads in weapons trafficking, scouring through upwards of 120,000 entities

Professional Experience
U-Haul - San Antonio, TX
Assistant Manager/Customer Service Representative / Feb 2017 - Oct 2020
●
●
●
●

Assisted the General Manager with daily operations to ensure a smooth-running center
Achieved excellent service by developing relationships with customers and assessing their needs
Managed the assignment of care team members to customers which led to great first impressions and high
quality of care
Installed hitches and rewired customers' vehicles to assist them with their move.

Education
Codeup
Certification of Completion
May 2021
A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 22-week Full-Stack Java Career Accelerator that provides students with
670 hours of expert instruction in software development

